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The distribution of phosphate (PO4 ) in the ocean is controlled by a wide range of processes. In the absence of major external sources, internal processes are the main
drivers, namely the physical circulation and the marine biology. PO4 is incorporated
into organic matter by photosynthetic phytoplankton in the euphotic zone. A fraction
of this organic matter escapes recycling in the surface layer and is exported into the
ocean interior. Remineralisation of organic matter by bacteria and zooplankton releases nutrients such as PO4 and consumes oxygen. This phosphate is called “regenerated phosphate”. Biotically unutilized surface phosphate can also enter the ocean
by subduction during water mass formation. According to observations, this so-called
“preformed phosphate” makes up for about 64 % of the global ocean’s phosphate inventory, whereas regenerated phosphate derived from remineralisation of organic matter
makes up for the remaining 36 % (Ito and Follows, 2005).
12425
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Phosphate distributions simulated by seven state-of-the-art biogeochemical ocean circulation models are evaluated against observations of global ocean nutrient distributions. The biogeochemical models exhibit different structural complexities, ranging from
simple nutrient-restoring to multi-nutrient NPZD type models. We evaluate the simulations using the observed volume distribution of phosphate. The errors in these simulated volume class distributions are significantly larger when preformed phosphate
(or regenerated phosphate) rather than total phosphate is considered. Our analysis
reveals that models can achieve similarly good fits to observed total phosphate distributions for a very different partitioning into preformed and regenerated nutrient components. This has implications for the strength and potential climate sensitivity of the
simulated biological carbon pump. We suggest complementing the use of total nutrient
distributions for assessing model skill by an evaluation of the respective preformed and
regenerated nutrient components.
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Patterns of PO4 concentrations as well as the partitioning into preformed and regenerated components are sensitive to ocean circulation, export production and remineralisation length scale. A more active biology increases the transfer of phosphate from
surface to intermediate depth by remineralisation and consequentely depletes surface
waters, decreasing the amount of phosphate subducted at high latitudes and thus decreasing preformed PO4 and increasing regenerated PO4 concentrations. An accelerated circulation results in higher supply rates of nutrients from the deep ocean to the
euphotic zone, often increasing surface nutrient levels and thereby tending to increase
the preformed PO4 and decrease the regenerated PO4 pool. A model that correctly
simulates biogeochemical and physical processes should represent not only the total phosphate distribution, but also reproduce its preformed and regenerated pools in
a realistic way.
The global PO4 distribution is characterised by generally low PO4 values in surface
waters and high concentrations in the deep ocean, with maximum concentrations often
found in intermediate waters associated with low oxygen concentrations. This picture
is usually well reproduced by ocean general circulation models, as depicted by model
intercomparison studies (Najjar et al., 2007), which have been conducted for instance
in the context of the Ocean Carbon-cycle Model Intercomparison Project (OCMIP).
OCMIP compared models with a simplistic representation of marine biogeochemistry,
i.e. restoring of nutrients at the sea surface and no explicit representation of phytoplankton. More complex biological models were used in the Coupled Carbon Cycle Climate
Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP) that focussed on the coupling of climate and
the carbon cycle (Friedlingstein et al., 2006). Schneider et al. (2008) assessed surface
PO4 , export and primary production simulated by three C4MIP models. Carbon fluxes
at the ocean atmosphere interface have been assessed using a suite of fully coupled
climate models (Roy et al., 2011).
All these studies focused on total nutrient concentrations. The partitioning between
regenerated and preformed pools has, to our knowledge, not been considered in previous model intercomparison studies. Previous studies aimed at a better understanding
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of the interactions of climate and biogeochemistry have found preformed PO4 to be
an excellent indicator of atmospheric pCO2 , with a positive correlation between the atmospheric CO2 levels and the relative amount of preformed phosphate in the ocean
interior (Marinov et al., 2008). By contrast, the total surface nutrient inventory is not
necessarily correlated with atmospheric pCO2 and oceanic circulation changes.
The objective of this study is to illustrate that additional information can be gained
by explicitly considering preformed and regenerated nutrients pools in the evaluation of
biogeochemical models. Without the intention to perform a complete model intercomparison, we here exploit 7 state-of-the-art coupled biogeochemical-circulation models
to demonstrate how the separation of the phosphate into preformed and regenerate
concentrations can improve the assessment of the simulations.
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Seven global biogeochemical-circulation models used in previous studies are considered here (see Table 1 for details): OPA-PISCES (Aumont and Bopp, 2006), MPIOMHAMOCC (Maier-Reimer, 1993; Maier-Reimer et al., 2005), CCSM3-BEC (Krishnamurthy et al., 2009), UVIC2.8 (Oschlies et al., 2008), om1p7-BLINGv0 (Galbraith et al.,
2010), CSIRO (Matear and Hirst, 2003), MOM P2A (Gnanadesikan et al., 2004).
Given that the partitioning into preformed and regenerated nutrients is likely sensitive
to the models’ parameter choices and the forcing used, the behaviour of the models
shown here should not be extrapolated to other model configurations.
All models were forced by prescribed atmospheric conditions in an attempt to
obtain realistic pre-industrial circulation fields. The pelagic ecosystem part of the
biogeochemical models ranges from relatively simple nutrient restoring-type models
(CSIRO, MOM P2A) to intermediate complexity nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplanktondetritus (NPZD) (UVIC2.8, om1p7-BLINGv0) and more complex models with multiple
plankton functional types (OPA-PISCES, MPIOM-HAMOCC, CCSM3-BEC). All models were integrated for at least 2000 yr to reach a steady state quasi-equilibrium.
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Apparent Oxygen Utilisation (AOU) evaluates integral oxygen consumption by biological activity and is computed as the difference between the oxygen saturation concentration, which depends on thermohaline properties (Weiss, 1970), and the actually
observed oxygen concentration. The RP:−O2 ratio is assumed to be a fixed and constant
stoichiometric ratio between phosphate production and oxygen consumption.
This ratio has been set to 1/172 in OPA-PISCES, MPIOM-HAMOCC, 1/170 in
CCSM3-BEC, CSIRO, MOM P2A, UVIC2.8 and 1/150 in om1p7-BLINGv0. We use
these model values when analyzing the respective models outputs. A common RP:−O2
value of 1/170 is used for the analysis of WOA data independently of the value considered in the different models. Indeed, generally accepted values derived from ocean
data are close to 1/170 (Takahashi et al., 1985; Kortzinger et al., 2001; Anderson and
Sarmiento, 1994; Li et al., 2000).
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Annual mean output from these models is compared against objectively analysed annual means of the World Ocean Atlas (WOA) 2005 (Garcia et al., 2006a,b).
Prior to analysis, all model output fields were regridded onto the 33 levels 1x1 degree
WOA grid.
The distribution
P of the regenerated phosphate can be expressed in a general way as
PRegenerated = PRegenerated (Oxidant) where possible oxidants are oxygen, nitrate, manganese oxides, iron oxides, sulfate and eventually CO2 . Only the first one or two terms
are globally relevant and hence usually considered in OGCMs.
For the main analysis of this paper, we assume that PRegenerated can be approximated by PRegenerated (O2 ) . Impacts of denitrification, i.e PRegenerated (NO3 ) , are estimated
for models that include both a nitrogen and phosphorus cycle (see Appendix). However, due to the limited validity of this estimate and the relatively small impact of phosphorus regeneration by denitrification on our results (see Fig. A1), we focus on aerobic
processes in the main part of this study. Regenerated phosphate is computed by multiplying the Apparent Oxygen Utilisation (AOU) with the oxidation ratio RP:−O2
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In WOA, total PO4 concentrations range from close to 0 to maximum values of
−3
4.9 mmol m , with only very small parts of the global ocean volume exhibiting concentrations greater than 3.5 mmol m−3 (Fig. 1). The global mean value is 2.26 mmol m−3 .
The volume associated with concentrations lower than 1 mmol m−3 is also small and
represents only 5 % of the ocean volume. This low concentrations range corresponds
to the surface layer and the upper thermocline (Fig. 3a,b). The total oceanic phosphate
pool is composed by 64 % of preformed and 36 % of regenerated PO4 .
The observed (WOA) total phosphate volume distribution is bimodal (Fig. 1). A first
mode is characterised by concentrations ranging from 1 to 1.8 mmol m−3 , with an associated volume of 20 % of the total ocean. This first mode corresponds mainly to Atlantic
12429
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We note that, despite the rapidity of the air-sea gas exchange, equilibrium of surface
water with atmospheric oxygen is not perfect and may be prevented by physical processes, such as surface heat loss or entrainment of oxygen depleted deep water. Computed AOU might be higher than the true oxygen utilisation, especially for waters with
high-latitude outcrop regions (Ito et al., 2004). While the processes controlling the
saturation state of oxygen in the surface waters are not well constrained by available
observations, we pragmatically use the AOU metric in this study. We acknowledge the
limitation of the AOU approach, and we assume that all our datasets, model outputs as
well as observations, are affected similarly.
A more detailed analysis of the sensitivity of the simulated undersaturation in the surface waters to biogeochemical and physical model components is beyond the current
study and will be presented elsewhere for a subset of the models used here.
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waters (Fig. 3), which are characterised by low phosphate values (around 1 mmol m )
−3
in northern subduction regions, intermediate values (1.5 mmol m ) in tropical regions
−3
and large values (above 2 mmol m ) in the Southern Atlantic. Subduction regions are
characterised by a high fraction (0.75) of preformed over total phosphate, as the sinking water mass is young and thus little biological activity occurred since its last contact
with the atmosphere. This fraction is much lower in the tropical regions of the Atlantic,
where biological production is high and subsurface waters are older. Preformed phosphate is low in the northern high latitude region (0.8 mmol m−3 ), high in the Southern
Atlantic (above 1.3 mmol m−3 ) and intermediate in tropical waters (1 mmol m−3 ), where
mixing occurs between waters of northern and southern origin.
The second mode of the total PO4 volume distribution (Fig. 1, WOA) ranges from
−3
2.2 to 3.5 mmol m and represents 70 % of the ocean volume. This range of concentrations is typical for subsurface waters of the Southern Ocean and the Pacific Ocean.
Phosphate concentrations increase when water gets older, e.g., from the Southern
Ocean (2.2 mmol m−3 ) towards the North Pacific, where values reach 3.0 mmol m−3 at
intermediate depths, as seen in Fig. 3. Preformed phosphate concentrations are rel−3
atively constant in the Pacific with values of 1.4 to 1.6 mmol m (Fig. 3b), because in
contrast to the Atlantic Ocean, deep waters of the Pacific originate exclusively from the
Southern Ocean. In contrast, the ratio of preformed over total phosphate decreases
from the Southern Ocean (0.75) northwards and reaches minimum values of 0.5 in the
North Pacific, where regenerated PO4 and total PO4 concentrations are highest along
the Pacific transect.
Global mean phosphate concentrations are similar between observations and all the
studied models. Values range from 2.17 mmol m−3 (MPIOM-HAMOCC) to 2.35 (MOM
P2A). This similarity is not surprising, since all models were initialised with phosphate
fields derived from WOA. Differences reflect to a large extent the different topographies
and resolution used in the different models. In order to quantify differences in the PO4
distribution between models and data, we computed a “Volume Class Error”, which is
the percentage of water simulated in the wrong concentration class compared to the
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where VPO4 (i ) is the volume of water for a given modeled or observed phosphate concentration class i and Vocean is the total volume of the ocean.
When measured in terms of total phosphate concentration classes of 0.1 mmol m−3
width (Fig. 1), for our set of models the volume class error varies from 9 % for the
UVIC2.8 model to 32 % in the MPIOM-HAMOCC model, with OPA-PISCES (19 %),
CCSM3-BEC (20 %) and MOM P2A (21 %), om1p7-BLINGv0 (31 %), CSIRO (31 %),
displaying intermediate model-data differences (Fig. 1).
The partitioning into preformed and regenerated phosphate displays large variations
among the different models. In the om1p7-BLINGv0 model, which assumes RP:−O2 =
1/150, the global ratio of preformed over total is only 0.5, indicating a larger share of
regenerated phosphate and hence a more intensive biological carbon pump comparing
to the physical one. The oceanic phosphate field simulated by the OPA-PISCES model,
on the other hand, is determined to a larger extent by circulation-driven preformed
phosphate, with a global ratio of preformed-to-total phosphate of 0.68. Preformedto-total phosphate ratios of other models lie between these two extremes (om1p7BLINGv0: 0.5, CCSM3-BEC: 0.55; CSIRO: 0.6, MPIOM-HAMOCC: 0.62, WOA: 0.64,
MOM P2A: 0.65, UVIC2.8: 0.67, OPA-PISCES: 0.68) and are all relatively close to the
WOA ratio of 0.64.
The “Volume Class Error” computed for the preformed pool distribution (Fig. 2) spans
from 17 % for the CSIRO model to 69 % for om1p7-BLINGv0 (35 % MPIOM-HAMOCC,
44 % UVIC2.8, 47 % CCSM3-BEC, 48 % OPA-PISCES, 49 % MOM P2A). For all models but CSIRO, the error in preformed phosphate is greater than the error in the total phosphate. It demonstrates that the mechanisms, whether dynamical or biological, responsible for the setting of preformed phosphate concentrations are not as
well represented as suggested by just the total phosphate concentrations. The good
12431
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performance of CSIRO might be due to the use of flux adjustements at ocean surface
and particularly in the Southern Ocean (Matear and Hirst, 2003), leading to a more
realistic winter mixed layer, convection depth and subduction of water in the Southern
Ocean.
4 Water masses
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In order to better understand what causes the differences in the PO4 distributions, we
analyse the models’ representations of the main water masses in the Atlantic and the
Pacific Ocean.
Deep waters of the Atlantic Ocean are formed at high latitudes, both in the north
(North Atlantic Deep Water: NADW) and in the Southern Ocean (Antarctic Bottom
◦
Water: AABW). In the North Atlantic interior (below 500 m and from 40 to 60 N)
(Fig. 3), concentrations of total phosphate range from around 0.8 (CSIRO) to 1.5
−3
(MOM P2A) mmol m and concentrations of preformed phosphate from 0.4 (om1p7BLINGv0), 0.6 (CSIRO) to 1 mmol m−3 (MOM P2A). Some models display preformed
values in the NADW substantially lower than the WOA preformed PO4 of about
0.8 mmol m−3 (CCSM3-BEC, om1p7-BLINGv0, CSIRO).
This apparent depletion of nutrients in the high-latitude water mass formation areas
could be caused by too intense biological activity or too sluggish circulation.
◦
Simulated total PO4 concentrations in the Southern Ocean (80 to 60 S) show relatively small variations among the different models ranging from around 1.9 (MPIOMHAMOCC) to 2.5 mmol m−3 (MOM P2A) (Fig. 3a). However, the partitioning into preformed and regenerated phosphate varies substantially among the different models
(Fig. 3b). Simulated preformed phosphate concentrations in the Southern Ocean
−3
range from around 1.1 (MPIOM-HAMOCC) to 1.8 mmol m (OPA-PISCES). For relatively simple nutrient-restoring biogeochemistry models it has been shown that low
preformed Southern Ocean phosphate concentrations can be related to sluggish circulation and weak overturning (Marinov et al., 2008). Significant differences between the
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end member values of preformed PO4 in the different models suggest that an identical
concentration of preformed PO4 is achieved through a different combination of NADW
and AABW in the deep ocean, which is likely to have biogeochemical implications, e.g.
on oxygen concentration.
In all of the models investigated, the simulated tongue of NADW with low preformed
phosphate concentrations occupies a depth range of about 2000–3000 m and is thinner than in the World Ocean Atlas (Fig. 3b). AABW, generally rich in preformed nutrients, extends northward throughout the Atlantic in most models, whereas it is more
mixed with NADW in observations in tropical regions. A tongue of relatively high phosphate concentrations is seen at intermediate depths in the tropical Central Atlantic
Ocean. This feature is due both to the subduction of Antartic Intermediate Water, characterised by high preformed nutrient values, and high remineralisation in the tropics.
In some models (MPIOM-HAMOCC, MOM P2A, CSIRO) the role of remineralisation is
dominant in generating this feature, indicated by a meridional increase in total, but not
in preformed, phosphate concentrations.
Waters found in the Pacific Ocean originate both from the North Atlantic and from the
Southern Ocean (Broecker et al., 1991). PO4 concentrations progressively increase
from south to north due to remineralisation processes (Fig. 3a, WOA). Simulated
total phosphate concentrations are highest in MPIOM-HAMOCC, om1p7-BLINGv0,
UVIC2.8 and CSIRO, where phosphate concentrations exceed 3 mmol m−3 at intermediate depths (1000 to 2000 m) from 20◦ S to 50◦ N. These high concentrations are
associated with a preformed-to-total phosphate ratio of less than 0.5 (Fig. 3b). Simulated PO4 fields are dominated by the remineralised fraction in the om1p7-BLINGv0
over most of the Pacific Ocean. OPA-PISCES and MOM-P2A do not display PO4 con−3
centrations higher than 3 mmol m .
In the case of OPA-PISCES, remineralisation occurs at shallow depths and thus in
regions where residence times are shorter, limiting the accumulation of regenerated
phosphate. This shallow remineralisation could be due to too slow sinking speed or
too fast remineralisation. Inversely in MPIOM-HAMOCC, remineralisation occurs in
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where PO4Model and PO4Obs are modeled and observed (WOA) phosphate concentrations and i , j , k denote the dimensions of the spatial domain. The sums of the norm
V
are weighted by the relative volume of the corresponding grid boxes V i j k . Absolute L1
total
norms are computed for total, preformed and regenerated PO4 , respectively.
For the model configurations studied here, total PO4 misfits as well as misfits of the
preformed and remineralised components are shown in Fig. 4. Absolute total PO4 misfits are generally smallest in the Southern Ocean, higher in the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4c)
and largest in the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 4d). The different magnitudes of the misfits are
correlated with the complexity of the composition of the different water masses in the
different basins. For instance, the Southern Ocean presents a relatively simple vertical
water mass structure, whereas the Atlantic ocean is characterised by different deep
and intermediate waters. Any vertical misplacement of this structure by the models
can generate high misfits in total phosphate.
Several models display absolute misfits in total phosphate that are smaller than the
individual misfits of preformed phosphate or regenerated phosphate, indicated by the
symbols located to the left of the red lines in Fig. 4. This indicates some compensation
of errors in preformed phosphate by errors in remineralised phosphate, e.g., by too low
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deeper and older water, where preformed values are already high. The apparent nonconservative behavior of simulated preformed phosphate concentrations in MPIOMHAMOCC and CCSM3 is an artefact that can be linked to high denitrification rates (see
Appendix), as only aerobic respiration has been taken in account in the computation of
the regenerated phosphate pool.
Having described the main differences and similarities between simulated and observed basin-scale PO4 distributions, a quantitative measure of the respective model’s
fit to observations can, for example, be obtained by the absolute L1 misfit (Kriest et al.,
2010)
XXX
L1abs =
|PO4Model − PO4Obs |
(4)
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preformed phosphate concentrations being accompanied by too high concentrations
of regenerated phosphate (and vice versa). A compensation is also suggested by the
fact that models with large errors in preformed phosphate often display large errors in
regenerated phosphate, as seen by the relatively close mirror symmetry of the different
panels of Fig. 4 with respect to the horizontal zero line. If no compensation of errors
in preformed and regenerated phosphate existed, and if total amounts of preformed
and regenerated phosphate misfits were identical, the model solutions would lie on the
green lines displayed in Fig. 4. This is not the case, and essentially all model solutions
are located to the left of the green lines.
A compensation of errors in preformed and regenerated phosphate is largest in the
Southern Ocean, where model-data misfits of total phosphate are for most models
smaller than total phosphate misfits in the Pacific or Atlantic Ocean as well as in the
global average. Model-data misfits in both preformed and regenerated phosphate, in
contrast, tend to be higher in the Southern Ocean than in the other ocean basins.
This suggests that particularly in the Southern Ocean, a relatively good fit to observed
total phosphate concentrations can be reached by a very unrealistic partitioning into
preformed and regenerated phosphate. Given the close correlation of changes in preformed phosphate and atmospheric CO2 observed for some models (Marinov et al.,
2008), a model evaluation based on preformed (regenerated) rather than total phosphate concentrations may reveal more details about the quality of the model. In particular, Southern Ocean biogeochemistry is, in many models, not as well simulated as
one might think when looking at simulated total PO4 distributions only.
Using the root-mean-square norm to measure model-data misfits yields very similar
results (see Appendix Fig. A1). Also, a correction for denitrification impacts on the
estimated regenerated phosphate (see Appendix) for the models including an explicit
nitrogen cycle (MPIOM-HAMMOCC and CCSM3-BEC) does not change the results
significantly as indicated by the yellow and purple symbols included in Fig. 4.
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Using a set of state-of-the-art coupled biogeochemistry-circulation models of the global
ocean, this study has shown that a good representation of annual mean phosphate distributions in the ocean does not automatically imply that also the preformed and regenerated phosphate components are reproduced at a similar level of accuracy. A realistic
representation of preformed and regenerated nutrient distributions is, however, relevant
for assessing the sensitivity of marine biogeochemical cycles and marine CO2 uptake
to environmental changes.
The underlying notion is that preformed (regenerated) phosphate reflects the amount
of phosphate returning to the ocean interior by physical (biological) processes.
The partitioning into preformed and regenerated phosphate has been based on the
canonical AOU concept (Redfield et al., 1963; Weiss, 1970), which assumes that a subducted water mass is fully saturated with respect to atmospheric oxygen at its temperature and salinity values. However, in reality as well as in an ocean model, the degree
to which surface saturation is reached before the water is transported away from the
surface layer depends on several factors. These factors include the intensity of air-sea
gas exchange (e.g. wind speed), cooling of surface water, entrainment of low-oxygen
waters from deeper layers as well as in situ biological processes (respiration or production of oxygen). At high latitudes, ice-cover can further slow down air-sea exchange.
Namely the processes of cooling, ice-cover and entrainment act in the same direction
and lead to an undersaturation of surface waters during winter at high latitudes when
and where most of the water masses inhabiting the deep ocean are formed. High latitudes are sparsely sampled during the winter season (Koeve, 2001, 2006). However,
winter-time undersaturation has been observed, for example in the Wedell Sea, one
prominent region of deep water formation, of up to about 20 % (Weiss et al., 1979;
Gordon and Huber, 1990; Hopema et al., 1995; Russell and Dickson, 2003) and is in
good agreement with a model study that applied an explicit tracer of preformed oxygen (Ito et al., 2004). Oxygen undersaturation in newly formed deep waters translates
into an overestimation of oxygen use when the canonical AOU concept is applied, as
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recognized from early on (Redfield et al., 1963). The published observations and model
studies available so far suggest that this bias, however, is comparable in models and
the real ocean.
The models we used here may differ in the degree and realism of simulated undersaturation of oxygen at high latitudes and, in consequence, the associated bias in computed AOU. However, lacking information about preformed oxygen from these models,
and in particular from the real ocean, we pragmatically assume that inter-model variations in this bias are of second-order importance for data-based model evaluation.
A more detailed analysis of this subject is under way for a smaller number of ocean
models.
Despite the limits of the canonical AOU concept, the use of regenerated and preformed phosphate pools in global scale “skill” metrics provides a diagnostic that is
more sensitive to differences in circulation and biology than metrics based on total
phosphate alone.
For the models investigated here, it turned out that low (high) values of preformed
tend to be compensated by high (low) values of remineralised phosphate, suggesting some corrections of deficiencies in the physics by a tuned biogeochemical model
component. This indicates that models may fit observed phosphate distributions for
the wrong reasons. For the models analyzed here, this is particularly the case in the
Southern Ocean.
As a conclusion, we re-iterate the need of establishing a set of validation tools for
biogeochemical models. In addition to the common inspection of total nutrient concentrations, we recommend considering also preformed and regenerated nutrient components. This comes at little additional cost, but can provide additional information about
mechanisms responsible for the generation of biogeochemical tracer distributions. Using the concepts of preformed and regenerated nutrients, which reflect the interplay
between marine biology and ocean circulation, should help to better constrain the ability of coupled biogeochemical models to reproduce the processes relevant for global
biogeochemical tracer distributions.
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The denitrification process has been estimated in the computation of the regenerated
phosphate pool. We assume that denitrification has occurred wherever there is a nitrate deficit with respect to the Redfield equivalent of total phosphate, computed as
NO3 −16PO4 . Remineralisation of 1 mol of phosphate consumes 4/5 · ratio(−N/O2 )
moles of nitrate (Paulmier et al., 2009). However, the limitation of this approach is the
assumption that waters with NO3 −16PO4 > 0 have not experienced denitrification and
that all denitrification leaves a trace in negative NO3 −16PO4 . Applying this correction,
preformed phosphate conservative properties are significantly improved in MPIOMHAMOCC and CCSM-BEC (Figs. 4 and A2). At basin scale, model-data differences
computed following the rationale of Kriest et al. (2010) display slight improvements;
however, the general picture is virtually unchanged (Fig. 4).
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Table 1. General description of the models used in this study.
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